
Dear Friends:

 
It appears that Bree Moegenburg, Andy Sebolt, Malinda Pego and Warren Carpenter[1] (perhaps
along with some of their other friends) and with the possible assistance of Jonathan Chapman have
once again issued a false and fraudulent call for a MIGOP State Committee meeting for Jan 6th, 2024
and once again in Commerce, MI when in reality Chair Karamo has called for a REAL State
Committee Meeting for Jan 13th  to be held at Northern Michigan Banquet & Event Center 7784
Stone School Rd. Houghton Lake, MI 48629, beginning at 10am. 
Clearly these people are trying desperately to intentionally mislead the State Committee Members
as to even the proper and authorized manner in which such a meeting is called pursuant to the
MIGOP by-laws!  This clearly is just wrong; this writer is surprised that the real MIGOP
administration has had the restraint (to date) not to take the appropriate legal action to stop this
tortious and possible criminal interference with genuine MIGOP meetings, business and matters in
general!  What do you think?
Also, research has revealed that Mr. Chapman has bragged openly that he is behind the anti-Karamo
messages that have been published over the last few months and appear to have been pushed by
these same people!

So, we have decided to share a RINO WATCH alert which was published previously.  Please take a
little look at Mr. Chapman below…
We recently came across THE FOLLOWING article (author unknown) that we believe warrants being
shared with those of you who might be unaware of one of the real people behind publishing the anti

MIGOP/anti KRISTINA KARAMO propaganda campaign materials…Jonathan Chapman, refuses to
even sign his name to his posts/communications in that pursuit but then brags about doing so

(sounds cowardly to us).  This is who Jonathan appears to really be, the man behind the mask so to
speak…look and see…

[1]WARREN CARPENTER, WHO PUBLIC RECORD CURRENTLY SHOWS, HAS AN OPEN WARRNT ISSUED
FOR HIS ARREST!  WE BELIEVE WAREN CARPENTER SHOULD ANSWER THIS WARRANT!
 



 
RINO WATCH: JONATHON CHAPMAN
 
The recent elevation of Johnathon Chapman to the Wayne COUNTY GOP 6 Executive
Committee is an example of how the Republican Party is ruined by normalizing God
offending worldviews and making the line between dems and Republicans indistinguishable.
This type of thing has the disastrous effect of alienating donors and activists alike.

 
A look into Chapman’s social media posts of his office show he is an unapologetic occultist
testing the justice side of our one true God who makes and breaks nations. He has “ministry”
credentials from Universal Life Church, who’s core principle.

is “they believe in what is right and every person’s right to interpret what is right.” Translated—
morality is in the eye of the beholder. This enlightened humanist philosophy has been prevalent



many times in history— In the 1960’s we saw it in the moral relativist mantra “if it feels good,
do it,” which has given birth to culture that accepts the murder of the unborn as “healthcare.”
In the French Revolution this type of moral relativism led to the encouragement of raping and
murdering those who upheld moral biblical moral absolutes. There are multitudes of examples,
but the bottom line is this: where these type individuals get away with making acceptable the
things the living God commands we do not do in society and government, degeneration into
bloody chaos follows.  Adorning Chapman’s office, is the "All Seeing Eye" symbol, multiple
Hannibal Lector photos, horror-idols of many different kinds, a freemasonry symbol on a coffee
mug, and a photo of a younger Chapman in a tuxedo with “Klingon Jesus” (a mockery of Christ
as an evil character in the original Star Trek series).

After infiltrating the GOP, Chapman has done paid works for democrats with his “Morbid
Monkey” production company.

As a constant saboteur of Constitutional and moral absolutes required to anchor the party as
necessary to prevent the GOP from increasingly being dragged politically leftward, Chapman
has worked tirelessly to demonize those restoring the constitution and Judeo-Christian morality
as the GOP measures for internal party accountability, electability and governing. Chapman
doesn’t even hide it, openly mocking patriots with his Telegram handle “Johnathon Deep State
Chapman” while posting news articles from Constitutional and moral deconstructionist media
sources posing as 'news' entities, making lewd and sometimes sexist comments and generally
deconstructing the GOP from inside out as we should all expect from proficient enemies of God
and country.

Godly patriots have a duty to expel these types of individuals at all levels of the GOP, so
their children may inherit usable God-given unalienable rights instead of the tyranny they
are on track to inherit...





 
Together, let us pursue less government, more responsibility, and – with God’s help – a better
world. 



Yours in Service,

R. Morris Owens, J.D. 

Director of Communications for Michigan Republican Policy 


